LOCAL HEROES

35% share on VTM!

GENRE: FACTUAL
EPISODES: 60 MINUTES
BROADCASTER: VTM, BELGIUM
PRODUCTION: GERONIMO
The moving and dramatic factual show, **Local Heroes** follows the story of a city’s public defenders – from firefighters to paramedics, policemen to search and rescue. The first season, **Local Heroes: Through the Fire** follow’s a city’s firefighters as they battle through the obstacles of working in one of the most dangerous jobs – from a storm-torn rooftop to the heat of a burning building.

To save people’s lives, they will prepare for the worst and be confronted with situations that are almost impossible to bear.

- 35% share on Belgium’s largest commercial broadcaster
- **Live the action** from the rescuer’s point-of-view – see through their eyes, feel the tension, experience the save
- Combination of breathtaking of **action, suspense** and **emotion**
- Cutting-edge technology developed for the show brings you the most **unique, authentic** and **unfiltered** experiences
- **Cinematic** effects through camera and drone shots
- Each season a new cast of heroes

**HOW IT WORKS:**
- In each season we follow a team of heroes, getting to understand their demanding jobs in a never-seen-before way.
- From the initial emergency call to the conclusion of the incident, we follow our heroes as they deal with every obstacle.
- Each episode takes you through the journey of a “day in a life of” our heroes, with 8-12 mini-stories covered.
- In every episode we highlight 2 heroes, as they deal with each incident and get to know their personal links to these events.

**WHEN OTHERS HIDE, THEY RUSH OUT**